Abstract: An endpoint detection using the algorithm of principal component analysis based support vector machine was developed for the plasma etching process. Because many endpoint detection techniques use a few manually selected wavelengths, noise render them ineffective and it is hard to select the important wavelengths. So the principal component algorithm with the whole wavelengths has been developed for the more effective monitoring of end point. And the support vector regression was followed for the realtime end point detection with reduced wavelengths to save the processing time. This approach was applied and demonstrated for a metal etching process of Al and 0.5% Cu on the oxide stack with inductively coupled BCl 2 /Cl 2 plasma.
INTRODUCTION
In semiconductor industry, plasma etching was developed in a variety of names -plasma etching, plasma assisted etching, reactive sputter etching, reactive ion etching, etc. These all nevertheless rely on the same basic principle -removing unwanted materials by the formation of volatile reaction productions in a glow discharge. When the target materials or layer is removed, it needs to stop the plasma etching process exactly to avoid excessive over-etching and this event is called as the end point detection (EPD).
The optical emission spectroscopy (OES) technology is the most widely used method for the simple EPD monitoring. This OES uses an optical emission spectrometer for tracing of the reactive species in plasma reaction with the removable materials. Most of the EPD methods using OES focus on identifying a single wavelength corresponding to a chemical species which shows a pronounced transition at the end point time. When the target layer is cleared by etching process, the concentration of reaction product from the target layer is reduced and the one from the under-lying is increased. Biolsi et al. [1999] demonstrated an advanced endpoint system for small open-area etching by applying threshold signal processing with single wavelength. This single wavelength method cannot avoid the noise problem or time delaying associated with filtering. Furthermore selection of appropriate wavelength requires significant experience of process engineers. However, this single wavelength method shows its detection limitation when the open area (surface of target materials) is small or the signal is not strong enough. So this method usually works reliably for only for large open area wafers (typically larger than 10%). White et al. [2000] proposed T 2 and Q statistics for the endpoint detection of low open-area wafers using principal component analysis (PCA) in conjunction with T 2 detection and recursive mean update. This method works also reliably for large open areas (>10%) because the endpoint feature is severely corrupted with a drift in small open area. [Yue and co-workers, 2001 ] Yue and coworkers [2001] also used PCA with extracted a reliable endpoint signal using the loading vectors. But the reduced data can cause decreasing of sensitivity in PCA algorithm.
In this paper, we used PCA for data reduction to save the processing time and for the models of EPD monitoring. Then we estimated for real-time EPD by support vector regression for increasing its sensitivity.
THEORY

Principal Component Analysis
Because PCA [Jackson, 1991] and Support Vector Machine (SVM) [Vapnik, 1998 ] are very famous tools in chemometrics nowadays, the brief introductions were shown in this section.
PCA decomposes the data matrix (X) as the sum of outer product of vectors t i and p i plus a residual matrix (E):
where k must be less than or equal to the smaller dimension of X. The t i vectors are defined as scores, and contain information on how the samples relate to each other. The p i vectors are known as loadings and contain information on how the variables relate to each other. In the PCA decomposition, the p i vectors are the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix, i.e. for each p i :
where the i is the eigenvalue associated with the p i . Note that for X and any t i , p i pair:
The score vector (t i ), is the linear combination of the original X variables defined by p i . Because the score vector needs normalization of data the concept of 'product' was used for real-time monitoring of score vector without normalization.
Y i means product value of i th sample time and X' means the data matrix without normalization. The endpoint can be decided by the monitoring of the estimated product with raw data of real time wafer and loading vector of model wafer. The ratio of two products can be used for EPD to increase the sensitivity of monitoring after comparison of all products values.
Support Vector Machine for Regression
The SVM is a learning system that uses a hypothesis space of linear function in a high dimensional feature space, which is trained with a learning algorithm from optimization theory that implements a learning bias derived from statistical learning theory. [Vapnik, 1995; Cherkassky and Muler, 1998] Suppose there is a set of training data {(x 1 ,y 1 ), …, (x n ,y n )} ⊂ X × ℜ, where X denotes the space of the input patterns. The SVM considers approximating functions of the form where the kernel function φ i (x) are features, as a nonlinear
where φ i (x) represents a mapping from the input space (x) to a feature space f and b also represents a bias term. A more generalized form for SVM uses a kernel function K(x i , x j ) is which is the inner production of point φ i (x i ), φ i (x j ) mapped into feature space. The use of kernels makes it possible to map the data implicitly a feature space and to train a linear machine in such a space, potentially side-stepping the 
The loss is equal to zero if the difference between the predicted value of f(x, w) and the measured value is less than ε. The support vector regression needs to minimize the following risk function. 
where ξ and ξ * are slack variables, which have positive values in order to quantify the non-separable data in the defining condition of the hyperplane. The constant, C can be determined by the trade off between the model complexity of f and its accuracy on the training data. The parameters used in support vector regression are shown in Fig.1 . This constrained optimization is solved by forming a primal [Vapnik, 1995] Lagrangian L p (w, b, ξ 
With assumption of ξ * , in the range of 0 < α i * , < C the regression represents using the previous kernel function as followings:
3. PCA BASED SVM FOR EPD
Principal component analysis for the 'product' with the whole wavelengths
Initially, the entire range of OES signals from the standard wafer was captured and normalized. The covariance of this normalized data was obtained and singular value decomposition (SVD) performed. The loading vectors were obtained from solving of eigenvalue problem of the result of its SVD. Finally, the product value of the standard wafer was calculated from the multiplication of raw OES data and loading vectors as shown in Fig. 2 . 
PCA based wavelengths reduction
If you should use and save the whole OES data, there can be magnificent memory burdens for the real-time processes. The reduction technique for the wavelengths with important information was introduced by Yue et al [2001] . The wavelengths from the standard wafer can be sorted by using the loading vectors for their importance. 
where l ij denotes the loading vectors for the i th wavelength and j th PC. In general, two or three loading vectors were selected, which have the main information over than 80%. And the reduced wavelengths of the real time target wafer can be selected by above criteria.
SVR with reduced wavelengths for EPD
The SVM was learned with reduced wavelengths as input variables and with the selected product ratio of whole wavelengths as output variables in the standard wafer. Then the reduced wavelengths from the real-time target wafer can estimate the product ratios by support vector regression (SVR). EPD can be decided by the monitoring of the product ratio values, which change significantly. This standard wafer should be updated periodically to consider the process drift as shown in Fig. 3 . The more rapid the standard wafer can be updated, the more exact the EPD prediction can be exact. Because the vast data change can cause the process memory failure, the period of model update should be optimized. 
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RESULTS
The optical emission signals of the 129 channels from 250nm to 791.5nm were measured. The normalization processed for PCA and singular value decomposition (SVD) was performed with the covariance of these normalized data of each model wafer. Then, the loading vectors were obtained from the solving of eigenvalue problem of this result of SVD. The entire range of OES signals was multiplied with the loading vector for drawing the product line. Fig. 6 shows the 4-dimensional data set which was composed of the signal intensity (arbitrary unit), samples (sec), channels (nm), batch (waver number). These 129 channels of theses model wafer were ranked by the PCA based wavelengths reduction algorithm. The SVM was used for each model with reduced high ranked 20% channels as input value and previous 2 product line (first, second) as output value. The kernel function used for modelling was the polynomial with 2 nd degree and the parameter C was set to 5,000. The loss function with ε-insensitivity zone was wet to zero for the simple regression in this study. Then, we monitored the ratio of the predicted first product value over the second value. Finally the SVR was used for the real-time EPD prediction with real-time 20% reduced channel data (26 channels). Because the first wafer cannot be monitored at each three experiment, the 123 wafers from the 126 wafers were monitored for EPD using both single PCA and PCA-based SVM method. Seoul, Korea, July 6-11, 2008 Fig. 6. Data stack of metal etch with plasma gas Fig. 7, 8, 9 , 10 shows the monitoring results proposed by our algorithm (up) and single PCA estimation in several important wafers (down). We could find the exact change of the prediction curve about these times using our algorithm about 13 to 20 seconds whereas there were some fluctuations using the single PCA prediction with the small data in figure  7 (29 th wafer), 8 (33 th wafer), 9 (58 th wafer), 10 (88 th wafer). The monitoring results of 120 wafers (98%) showed exact end point behaviours using PCA-based SVM method except 3 wafers because of faulty conditions. But only 59 wafers (48%) showed the end point behaviours using single PCA method as shown as the bad cases in Fig. 7 to Fig. 10 .
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the PCA based SVM algorithm was developed for the real-time end point prediction of the plasma etching process. This algorithm was applied to the Al-0.5%Cu metal etch stack with BCl 3 /Cl 2 plasma gas in an inductively coupled ether. At first, 126 data sets were collected with 129 wavelengths per 1 second. And the PCA loading vector was calculated for the wavelengths ranking and product value from the model wafer. Then the SVM modelling was achieved with the reduced 20% high ranking data as input value and product with whole wavelengths as output value. Finally the SVR was done with the reduced wavelengths of every wafer for the real-time end point prediction. While the traditional single PCA method can show its sensitivity limitation with reduced wavelengths, the suggested PCA
